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Abstract: To reduce the human error of collecting data, IoT makes medical equipment more efficient by allowing real time
monitoring of patient health. IoT based patient health tracking system effectively uses internet to monitor patient health status
and save lives on time. Here we report the development of an IoT based cryptographic algorithm. At the patients location
(Master device), all the sensors information is encrypted with s-key and results as cipher text. The secured information cannot
be encoded by any other user unless the encryption algorithm and key streams are leaked out. The secured text will be
decoded by the IoT client application system and returns the plain text at the device only. Thus, the data can be transferred
between the master device and client application device in secure manner.
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Introduction
IoT is subject of rising interest for its fundamental significance and its technological development in creating new
algorithms, software, hardware and its applications both in science and engineering [1-3]. The purpose this paper
is to report the development of such IoT based real time monitoring system with secure communication employing
cryptographic algorithms for continuous monitoring of some of the physical parameters such as human body
temperature, blood temperature and pulse rate.
A LCD display at the patient is made available for the display of patient health parameter for the medical
practitioner or nurse attendant. Different sensors provide analog data signal which is converted into digital signal
which is given as input to the Raspberry- PI. Similarly, in a tiny platform it provides a very low cost platform for
Linux server. The general purpose input output pins of the Raspberry- PI allows interfacing of sensors. The data
available through Raspberry- PI is given to registered MAC address and is further processed.
Methodology
The IoT concept begin with object classified as identity communication devices. Objects or things are connected
for these devices for their identification which can be tracked, controlled and monitered using distant computers
connected through internet. Figure 1 shows IoT based health care system developed to control geological
parameters of the patient such as temperature,blood pressure and pulse rate indicator.

Figure 1. Block diagram of patient health center system

In addition to data security, a LCD display is also provided at the patient side to display the physiological parameter
of the patient. By looking into the real time data and physical condition of patient by camera a doctor at remote can
communicate to the attendant doctor or nurse. Camera and LCD display at the patient side and android application
mobile at the doctor side is provided for conversation between patient attendant doctor and specialist doctor real time
and secure.
Security
Security requirements at different level need different issues and several were reported [4, 5] Cryptographic
algorithm and key management is the main feature of our system.
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Cryptographic algorithm
Light weight cryptographic is an advance technique on attack, design and implementation [6-9]. This technique can
be implemented in constrained environment of contactless communication [10, 11].Basically this technique delivers
adequate security. Recently used technologies of light weight cryptographic primitives are symmetric key
cryptographic and public key cryptography [12]. However symmetric cryptography, have three types as block
ciphers, stream ciphers and hash functions light weight [13]. With this, it is possible to have end-to-end
communication efficiently with low power consumption. Another reason is due to its capability of more number of
network connection by having less number of resource devices.
In our system, we have implemented the encoding and decoding of data as per the flow charts shown in Figure 2 and
Figure 3. To start with we need to initialize the Raspberry- PI board with power supply, Sensor controller board,
temperature Sensor, heart beat sensor, BP Sensor, Pulse Sensor, Wi-Fi, Laptop and LCD display. Then we boot the
Raspberry –PI with operating system installed on SD Card. So that, all the driver software starts driving sensors
connected to achieve communication with Raspberry-PI and Sensors. After the software initialization, application
codes were loaded into SD card. The same can be achieved by laptop where we develop application program and
transfer it to SD card using USB file transfer adapter. To set a local server, PHP Source code on-to the domain
control panel and Qt libraries on Linux operating system were initialized.

Initialize the Raspberry-PI
Booting Process
Driver Installation
Load the application on Raspberry-PI

Set up the local host

Execute the application

Read:
Temperature sensor data,
BP sensor data,
Pulse Sensor data

Encrypted Data

Post URL or Path Resume
User interface accessing or Remote domain
Decryption of data in PHP data base

Figure 2. Flowchart for uploading the data

Once the server is setup the application software is executed to collect the data from temperature sensor, heart beat
sensor, BP Sensor and Pulse Sensor, which is further encrypted. The encryption is carried out by encryption
algorithm and secrete key (s-key). All encrypted data string is posted to the domain URL with REST API method or
HTTP[14, 15]. For transmitting data, Wget-post is used to remote domain server. The same data is retrieved in local
host server by decryption with authorized key and saved it to database. S-key is based on the GnuPG which is a code
derived from general purpose cryptographic library Libgcrypt.
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Libgcrypt has the functionalities like all cryptographic building blocks and symmetric cipher algorithms. All the four
sensor data acquired by Raspberry- PI as per the available GPIO and UART pins connectivity are connected to
standard identifier string which is plain text to transmit to website. Connections are established appended the key
stream or encryption password to the plain text and applied through Libgcrypt library. Hence the encrypted string
from the s-key is generated. The REST method for HTTP protocol sends encrypted string to PHP script.

Figure 3. Flowchart of data processing at client side
At the client side, the application programme is loaded into web server root directory of the web hosting server. The
domain specific URL access to display login screen portal, to read sensor data from the system connected to web
server script. Hence, live sensor data is available on the web page captured from the patient for all parameters. With
password, plain text is extracted from encrypted string by decryption and finally the plain text is saved into the
database for further analysis.
Conclusion
We have successfully used light weight cryptography using s-key management technique, which is more precise and
secure than centralized delegation based architecture. Due to this technique it has more resilience over denial of
service attack. The s-key management technique is a very promising solution to provide reliable security for IoT
based health care System.
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